It is shown how an integral representation for the product of Jacobi polynomials can be used to derive a certain integral Lipschitz type condition for the Cesàro kernel for Jacobi expansions. This result is then used to give criteria of Marcinkiewicz type for a sequence to be multiplier of type (p,p), 1 < p < oo, for Jacobi expansions.
1. Introduction. Fix a > ß > -\ and let L? -L^/j), 1 < P < 00, denote the space of measurable functions/(t?) on [0,77] for which \\f\\P = (f0*\f(o)\pM(>)jP<«>, where dpiß) = d^a'ß){9) = (sin ¿ J icos \\ d9.
Also let
Rk(x) = Rtß)(x) -PkM\x)/PkM\l),
where Pk^a'ß\x) is the Jacobi polynomial of order (a,ß) [16] . AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970) . Primary 42A18, 42A56; Secondary 33A45, 33A65, 40G05.
f(k)=f¡f(9)Rk(cosO)dp (9), (1.1) hk = hfr® = {/o* {Rk{cos9))2dp{9)j ' = (2k + a + ß + l)T(k + a + ß + l)T(k + a + 1) T(k + ß+ l)T(k + l)T(a + l)T(ct + 1)
A sequence tj = {1)^=0 1S cauea" a multiplier of type (p,q), notation tj E AL?, if for each/ E U there exists a function fv E I? with f\0)~ 2 n,j'{k)hkRk(co&9) k=0 and ||/,,||(7 < C^^H/ljp. Here, as elsewhere, C is a positive constant, not always the same at different occasions, which depends only on the parameters indicated by subscripts, except that the dependence on the parameters a, ß, or y will not be indicated. Also, we will let f • • • dp (9) denote integration over the interval [0, 77] . Our aim is to give sufficient multiplier criteria of Marcinkiewicz type for a sequence to belong to M?, 1 < p < 00. For this purpose we consider the fractional difference operator A defined by [4] a\ = |^-v 4 = (ktx)~T
whenever the series converges, and for y > 0 we define the space wbvy+1 of sequences of weak bounded variation of order y + 1 by wbvy+1 =(tj E r : hü , = h\l + sup 'S' 4|Ay+1tj*I < 00),
where /°° denotes the space of bounded sequences tj = {tj^J^q with the sup norm HtjH^ . The space bv7+1 of sequences of bounded variation of order Y + 1 is defined as above except that k runs from 0 to 00, see [17, p. 20 ]. Our main result can then be stated as follows. then rj E Mpp, 1 < p < 00.
Recently, Connnett and Schwartz [6] IklU + Jo^|ay+VK°o is a sufficient condition for r/ E Mx , see [17, pp. 21, 88] . For M,9-multipliers, 1 < p < q < oo, see [2] . Also see Butzer, Nessel, Trebels [17, ref. 33] .
For the proof of Theorem 1 we need two useful lemmas concerning the space wbvY+1, which will be proved in § §2 and 3. In particular, it should be noted that, since Rk-x/2'-x/2)(cos9) = cosÂ:0, the case a = ß = -\ of Theorem 1 follows directly from Lemma 1 and the classical Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem [14] , [18, p. 232] . In §4 we shall use these lemmas and the observations in Coifman and Weiss [5, pp. 74, 75 ] to reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to showing that a certain kernel satisfies a uniform Hörmander condition and to show that this condition follows from the following proposition, which is the crucial part of this paper. (1.4) / Wn(e,tf)\{n\9 -<p\Ydp{9) < C£, 0 < e < y -a -\.
Our proof of (1.3) in §5 is of special interest since it is quite different from and much simpler computationally than that which Connett and Schwartz used in [6] , [7] to prove (with a slightly different notation) that if a > ß > -\, then the Poisson kernel (1.5) Wr{9,y)= 2 (1 -r)khkRk{cos9)Rk{cos<p) k=0 satisfies the inequality
Recall that for the ultraspherical case a = ß > -\ in [6] they used the Muckenhoupt and Stein [15] bounds for the kernel (1.5) and an integral representation of Watson to derive bounds for a partial derivative of (1.5), and then used these bounds, the Mean Value Theorem, and Watson's integral to prove (1.6); while for the case a > ß > -\ the main computations in [7] were directed at the derivation of bounds for (1.5) and a partial derivative of it. Our method for proving (1.3) uses both of the integral representations for the product of Jacobi polynomials in Koornwinder [13] and Gasper [9] , [10] in such a way that, instead of having to derive and use bounds for a partial derivative of a two-variable kernel, we only need to consider the derivative of a one-variable kernel. In §6 we shall show that this method also yields a very short proof of (1.6) for a > ß > -\, and hence an extension of Theorem A to a > ß > -is. Then 2m-m° < «|cp -cp0|/77 < 2m-ma+2 when 2m < n < 2m+\
and so to complete the proof one need but observe that by Proposition 1 (proved below) both sums in (4.6) are bounded independent of the choice of cp and <p0.
Corresponding to Connett and Schwartz [7] , it also follows from (4.5), under the conditions of Theorem 1, that tj is of weak type (1, 1). < // \oW)\K{0,<p,*){n\9 -<p\)edp($)dp (9) < / \oM\ (n*)\) K& <P>*)M9)jdp(t) = f\oyn(M^)edp(xi)<Ce by means of (4.3) .3) depends at a crucial step on the observation that with cos ¥ defined by (5.6) and 0 < r < 1, 0 < /, 9, <p < w, we have the inequality (5-8) = J |J*0 Jo Jo cT^i* -^-dm(r,t)d9 dp (9) <c/4/o70(i-c°^)1/2 =c//*>-c°^1/2 rfojTW i/cosSt' r(+) dm(r,t)d<pdp (9) d cosxp K(9,tp,xf)dp(^)dtpdp{9) Similarly, the case a = ß = -\ of (5.9) follows by using (5.3), and the cases a = ß > -\ and ß = -\ < a follow by using the fact [13, p. 131 (6.7) JwM^Jdpit)< C" 0 < £ < 1.
Note that in (6.3) and (6.7), unlike in the Cesàro kernel case (5.1), it was not necessary to use the absolute value of the Poisson kernel since this kernel is nonnegative (it has recently been proved [11] that o¿{9,cp) > 0, n = 0, 1, ..., for a > ß > -i¡ if and only if y > a + ß + 2).
The estimates needed to prove (6.6) and (6.7) are much easier to derive than the corresponding ones for the Cesàro kernel case since we can use the hypergeometric representation m= T(a + ß + 2)-r_ T(a + l)T(ß +1) (2 _ r)«+ß+2 (6.8) [ for a, ß > -1, 0 < r < 1, 0 < $ < 77. By integrating over the intervals (0,r) and (r,ti) these estimates give (6.6) and (6.7), and hence (1.6) and (6.5) for a > ß > -j. Inequality (6.5) can be shown to also hold for a + ß > -1,-1 < ß < -\, by using the integral representation for the product of Jacobi polynomials in [10] .
Extensions of Theorem 1 and additional applications of the methods of this paper will be given elsewhere.
